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Microplasmas for Advanced Materials and Devices
Wei-Hung Chiang, Davide Mariotti, R. Mohan Sankaran, J. Gary Eden,
and Kostya (Ken) Ostrikov*
Microplasmas are low-temperature plasmas that feature microscale dimensions and a unique high-energy-density and a nonequilibrium reactive
environment, which makes them promising for the fabrication of advanced
nanomaterials and devices for diverse applications. Here, recent microplasma applications are examined, spanning from high-throughput, printingtechnology-compatible synthesis of nanocrystalline particles of common
materials types, to water purification and optoelectronic devices. Microplasmas combined with gaseous and/or liquid media at low temperatures
and atmospheric pressure open new ways to form advanced functional
materials and devices. Specific examples include gas-phase, substrate-free,
plasma-liquid, and surface-supported synthesis of metallic, semiconducting,
metal oxide, and carbon-based nanomaterials. Representative applications of
microplasmas of particular importance to materials science and technology
include light sources for multipurpose, efficient VUV/UV light sources for
photochemical materials processing and spectroscopic materials analysis,
surface disinfection, water purification, active electromagnetic devices based
on artificial microplasma optical materials, and other devices and systems
including the plasma transistor. The current limitations and future opportunities for microplasma applications in materials related fields are highlighted.
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1. Introduction

Low-temperature plasmas have been used
for decades as a reactive environment for
advanced materials fabrication and active
media in functional devices. Common
examples of materials and processes that
benefit from plasmas include silicon deposition, photoresist etching, surface cleaning
for the microelectronic, automotive, and
several other industries that rely on sophisticated materials processing. Low-pressure,
low-temperature plasmas have been highly
successful in the manufacturing of microelectronic components. Plasma processes
are used in the key technological steps
involving thin film etching and deposition and help drive miniaturization to sustain technology development according to
Moore’s Law and increasing the computing
power required for communications, security, traffic control, healthcare as well as for
other applications such as solar energy.
With the recent advances in nanotechnology, device miniaturization, and
other areas, it has become increasingly
important to explore alternative materials synthesis and processing environments that rely on concentrating electromagnetic energy and exciting gas molecules in small volumes. This
ability is required, e.g., in generating reactive species in the gas
or vapor phases that subsequently emit radiation or produce a
desired material by heterogenous chemistry at a surface. In this
way, advanced materials with nanoscale features can be synthesized and unique combinations of reactive species and radiation under nonequilibrium conditions can be generated. In this
context, microplasmas, or low-temperature plasmas confined
to micrometer dimensions have emerged as a promising solution for a diverse range of problems in the field of advanced
materials and devices. Here, we report recent progress in the
field and discuss how microplasmas and their unique features
facilitate synthesis of a broad range of nanomaterials and allow
the fabrication of advanced light sources for materials analysis,
lighting systems, active electromagnetic devices, and other
commercial applications.
Microplasma applications are motivated by the demands of
present-day fabrication of advanced materials with nanoscale
features, especially in small reactor volumes and under conditions of fast flows, chemical microreactors, and atmospheric
pressure.[1–4] Some of the persistent issues include specific
and tunable properties such as size, surface-to-volume ratio,
quantum confinement, and crystallinity of the nanomaterials
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produced. In this regard, it is particularly challenging to synthesize small nanoparticles (NPs) because of their inherent tendency to form larger particles (i.e., aggregate or agglomerate).[5]
For industrial applications, low-temperature operation at
atmospheric pressure is crucial, especially for the largescale (e.g., roll-to-roll) manufacturing processes. The unique
size-dependent nonequilibrium features that are unique to
microplasmas (compared to low-pressure plasmas and other
atmospheric pressure plasmas) are of particular interest to
the development of new technologies where both atmospheric
pressure operation and small plasma size are essential, e.g.,
plasma printing in three dimensions or plasma-assisted additive manufacturing (3D plasma printing).
Here, we discuss how the essential features of microplasmas,
such as thermal nonequilibrium, strong gradients, and some
other properties help achieve exotic environments for the production of a broad range of nanomaterials of interest to energy,
healthcare, chemical catalysis, and other applications. We also
introduce the specific effects that make them indispensable for
the development of sources of chemical agents and electromagnetic radiation, which can also be used in materials processing
and analysis.
Microplasma applications in the development of materials and devices represent a relatively new field, with a clear
trend of continuously increasing numbers of publications,
intellectual property disclosures, and reported commercial
applications. One of the reasons for this trend is the many possibilities to use such plasmas in synergy with gaseous, liquid,
and mixed-phase media, electrochemical, hydrothermal, and
several other methods. The plasmas help accelerate chemical
reactions and bring the processes into the otherwise difficult
to achieve parameter spaces. These and other complementary
effects stimulate the notable recent developments in the field
driven by numerous collaborative opportunities in materialsrelated areas. Not surprisingly, several reviews covering different aspects of low-temperature plasmas and applications
have been published and received significant attention in
multi
disciplinary community. For example, the roadmap[6a]
summarizes the progress and emerging trends in a much
broader field of low-temperature plasma science and technology. Specific aspects related to nanomaterials processing,
e.g., focusing on nanocrystal synthesis in the gas phase
of low-pressure plasmas[6b] or insights into plasma–liquid
interactions,[6c,d] have also been discussed. Plasma physics, discharge development, and plasma-focused technological aspects
of microplasmas can be found in earlier[6e] and more recent[6f ]
reviews. However, since the earlier review[6g] and perspective[6h]
articles, we are not aware of any recent progress reports dedicated to microplasma-assisted nanomaterials synthesis. Even
though low-temperature plasmas have been recognized for the
effective production and modification of electrode materials for
renewable energy applications,[6j] this article focuses on recent
progress in the area of microplasma-related materials and
devices.
Complemented with the recent advances in microplasma
sources of reactive species and radiation for materials processing and analysis, this Progress Report fills the obvious gap
in the literature over the last 10 years, with the highlights of
the latest advances over the last 3 years. A particular emphasis
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is made on synergistic, complementary features of the plasmas
that make them a versatile tool in materials-related applications.
We therefore examine the recent progress in microplasmabased synthesis of advanced nanomaterials, highlight the key
features of microplasmas, and discuss salient examples of
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Figure 1. The scope and focus of this article. Three microplasma-related focus areas: fundamental research in nanoscale synthesis leading to new
materials and functional properties, integration of the plasmas and plasma-processed materials into device fabrication processes, and microplasma
applications in commercial devices and systems.

recent commercial applications. The key points of this Progress
Report are summarized in Figure 1. Microplasmas represent
a powerful approach for the “exploration” (top left segment,
Figure 1) of new materials, overcoming thermodynamic stability and therefore achieving compositions and structures that
are difficult or even impossible to achieve otherwise. Microplasma versatility allows “process integration” of the material
synthesis into advanced device fabrication (top right segment,
Figure 1), and utilizing these devices for materials analysis and
other applications (bottom segment, Figure 1).
In Section 2 to follow, we discuss the unique general features
of microplasmas that make them particularly suited for nanomaterials synthesis and other applications. Recent advances
on the preparation of advanced nanomaterials using microplasmas are presented in Section 3. In Section 4, we highlight
the existing and emerging commercial applications based
on microplasmas. We conclude with Section 5, where future
research needs and an outlook for applications of microplasmas
in diverse materials-related fields are outlined.

2. Microplasmas: Key Features
for Materials-Related Applications
2.1. Definition and Nonequilibrium
Microplasmas have emerged as unique active media for both
nanomaterials production and operation of light sources and
active chemical and electromagnetic devices. Figure 2 shows
schematics of representative electrode configurations including
a microcavity reactor (Figure 2a), flow-through aerosol process
(Figure 2b), film application (Figure 2c), and liquid-phase
configuration (Figure 2d), and key properties of microplasmas
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for nanoscale materials synthesis (Figure 2e). The high voltage
(denoted as HV) can be applied to the electrodes (i.e., anode
and cathode) to form plasmas using DC or radiofrequency
(RF) power supplies with proper electrical circuits. The important effect of microscopic space where microplasma is confined is highlighted by the sketch in Figure 2a corresponding
to microcavity plasmas. The microscopic confinement effects
produce strongly nonequilibrium conditions, which in turn
result in the specific conditions for nanomaterials synthesis, as
discussed in Sections 2 and 3.5. The microplasma configurations (Figure 2a–d) have been successfully used for materials
synthesis, especially for aerosol-like NP synthesis in the gasphase, deposition of metal oxide nanostructures (NSs) and
thin films, and colloidal dispersions of NPs. The examples
of the materials synthesis and processing are presented in
Section 3. Importantly, microplasmas represent a special class of
“nonthermal” plasmas which are, as the name suggests, spatially
confined to microscale dimensions.[7] “Nonthermal” refers
to the lack of thermal equilibrium in these plasmas with the
temperature of the background gas much lower than the temperature of the excited electrons. This is in contrast to thermal
plasmas such as welding torches or even natural plasmas such
as lightning where the temperature of the background gas is
typically equal to the temperature of the excited electrons. Some
other examples of nonthermal plasmas are neon lights for large
space illumination and commercial signage. Other well-known
nonthermal plasmas are low-pressure plasmas employed in
thin-film etching, sputtering, and deposition applications, representing key processing steps in the microelectronic industry.
Microplasmas differ from the low-pressure plasmas in that they
can be operated up to and exceeding the atmospheric pressure,
while avoiding thermal equilibrium despite having high power
densities (>100 W cm−3).[8] In other words, microplasmas can
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Figure 2. Principles of microplasma operation and applications for nanoscale materials synthesis. a–d) Schematics of representative microplasma
configurations that have been successfully used for materials synthesis, including the microcavity reactor (a), flow-through aerosol formation (b), film
deposition (c), and liquid-phase synthesis (d). HV denotes high voltage applied for microplasma generation. e) Schematic diagram representing a
continuous-flow (left to right) synthesis process and distinctive features of microplasmas utilized in materials synthesis and processing. A microplasma
is a highly reactive environment with radical species (white circles), which contribute to the synthesis of NPs and is characterized by a controlled gas
temperature (T3), which can be as low as room temperature. Reactive species are produced by electron-induced dissociation. The electrons feature
nonequilibrium energy distributions with high average energies. The high electron energies lead to reactions that would normally be achievable only at
very high temperatures (T1). During the growth, NPs are subjected to selective heating, yet at a different temperature (T2). At the right-hand side of the
microplasma, very strong gradients persist. These gradients cause effective quenching of chemical reactions often leading to the formation of nonequilibrium, metastable morphologies (e.g., NP shapes), and compositions that are difficult to achieve under thermodynamically equilibrium conditions.

be operated both at low and high pressures as opposed to
typical atmospheric pressure or low-pressure plasmas.

2.2. Utility in Materials Processing
The physical characteristics of microplasmas translate into a
wide range of fabrication options both in terms of materials
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and device applications. For instance, low-temperature and
atmospheric pressure processing conditions are compatible
with soft materials such as polymers to avoid melting or vaporization. The gas temperature in a microplasma discharge could
just exceed the glass transition temperature leading to diffusion and morphological changes. These conditions have also
facilitated the coupling of microplasmas with a vast range of
liquids such as water and alcohols, which is one of the most
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recent developments in the field. These plasma–liquid systems
have opened up a new field of research that blends plasma science, wet chemistry, electrochemistry, and physics (e.g., optical
emission) of excited gases.[9] The combination of spatial confinement and gas flow has also led to short residence times
in plasma reactors thus enabling sophisticated compositional
tuning and phase stabilization of ultrasmall NPs.[10] The versatility of microplasmas is another important feature which has
helped integrate the synthesized materials directly into devices
by combining materials processing with device fabrication[11]
or even incorporating the microplasmas themselves into the
device.

2.3. Thermal Nonequilibrium: Challenge for Atmospheric
Pressure Operation
The inherent “nonthermal” feature introduced above is useful
for materials processing and active device operation because
highly energetic reactions (e.g., leading to NP synthesis or active
electromagnetic emission in light sources) can still take place
while maintaining an overall low, near-room temperature processing environment. This feature helps overcome several persistent issues with the development of nonequilibrium plasmas
that can be operated at atmospheric pressure. These plasmas
are highly promising because they can be operated in a costeffective way, e.g., without vacuum-related equipment, pump
down time, etc. One of the main challenges with atmospheric
pressure operation is the potential loss of nonequilibrium and
the tendency for the plasma to experience a drastic increase in
gas background temperature. In addition to the gas temperature increase, thermal equilibrium in plasmas also reduces the
mean electron energy. The loss of high-energy electrons could
be critical for applications in materials synthesis involving dissociation of relatively stable molecules such as nitrogen for the
fabrication of nitride materials.

2.4. Effects of Microscale Confinement
Strategies to operate nonthermal plasmas at atmospheric pressure include tuning the power coupling such as nanosecond
pulsing, designing the gas configuration such as afterglow
jets, and enhancing the electron emission mechanisms, e.g.,
by using field emitting electrode materials. Among these,
volume confinement to microscale dimensions has been one
of the most effective and most popular approaches to achieve
atmospheric pressure operation of nonequilibrium plasmas.
The size of the plasma is critical to maintaining low, often nearroom temperature, gas temperatures while producing electrons
featuring nonequilibrium energy distributions. Simple energy
balance calculations suggest that the small size enables effective cooling through the plasma surface so that gas heating is
reduced even at high power densities that are created in the
small volume.[6g] The electrode surface plays a key role when
it has a large surface-to-volume ratio and can thus contribute
to electron generation by secondary electron emission. The
electrode configurations shown in Figure 2a–d can also create
strong electric fields that augment electron excitation. For
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instance, in a hollow (e.g., microcavity, Figure 2a) electrode configuration, electrons oscillate in the radial direction to increase
collision rates, which is useful for the production of building
units of advanced materials from gaseous precursors. With
respect to the materials synthesis, a few critical features stand
out among others, which are discussed below and visualized in
Figure 2e.

2.5. Multi-Temperature Feature
A microplasma is a multi-temperature system with different
species at different characteristic temperatures out of equilibrium with one another. For instance, when microplasmas are
used for NP synthesis, the following temperatures could be
tailored: the background process temperature, the temperature
of the NPs being synthesized, and the precursor dissociation
temperature. One distinctive feature of microplasmas versus
low-pressure plasma is that the environment is much more sensitive to control parameters. In this case, if needed, the process
temperature can be elevated well above room temperature by
at least two orders of magnitude. For instance, a microplasma
can be operated at ≈400 K background temperature, >700 K NP
temperature, and >10 000 K precursor dissociation temperature
(electron temperature Te).[12,13]
2.6. Strong Gradients in a Microscale Reactor
The microscale dimensions have also introduced a distinct
feature, which in some cases could be compared to the benefits found in the emerging field of microreactors.[14] For some
microplasma-based processes, small reaction volumes directly
translate into very short residence times thus offering the
ability to quench building units and enhance materials nucleation processes. Furthermore, the plasma confinement owes to
the electric rather than thermal effects, producing very strong
gradients at the boundaries of the chemically active volume.
Consequently, chemical reactions can be minimized just outside the reaction volume. These synthesis conditions help not
only to arrest the growth of the particles at specific times (e.g.,
leading to ultrasmall sizes and narrow size distributions), but
also to achieve metastable compositions and morphologies that
are thermodynamically unstable but are kinetically accessible
under nonequilibrium conditions.

2.7. Microplasmas versus Atmospheric Pressure Plasmas
The features related to the thermal and/or chemical nonequilibrium environments, generation of reactive species
with energetic electrons, atmospheric pressure operation,
usage of feedstock in various forms (liquid, solid, and gas),
and some others are also possible to achieve in other types of
atmospheric pressure discharges. However, gas-phase microplasmas (i.e., not interacting with liquids) exhibit a combination of key distinctive features compared to other plasmas
operated at atmospheric pressure, which make them a most
effective type of nonequilibrium atmospheric pressure plasmas
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for synthesizing NPs in a flow geometry. A microplasma can
sustain continuously high power densities across its full
volume and with a wide range of gas mixtures and injected
precursors, in some cases even with preformed NPs. These
features all together are crucial to producing sufficient radical
concentrations (over sufficient space and time) and background
temperature that can lead to nucleation and growth of NPs. For
instance, filamentary microdischarges, another type of atmospheric pressure plasmas, lacks the time- and space-continuity
of radicals production which makes it difficult to nucleate NPs.
Similar observations result from pulsed plasma operation when
the ratio of on/off time is not sufficiently high. Other atmospheric pressure plasmas often lead to thermal instability and
arcing when the gas mixtures required for NP synthesis are
introduced. In some cases, e.g., where high gas flows are used
to stabilize plasmas at atmospheric pressure, the residence time
is drastically reduced limiting any possibility of nucleation and
growth. In order to preserve a nonequilibrium environment
amenable to NP nucleation and growth, the most effective solution is to enhance the cooling through plasma confinement in
a small volume, i.e., sustain nonequilibrium atmospheric pressure plasmas in microscale volumes.
However, we should note that when plasmas are coupled
with liquid, such critical features lose their significance and
microplasmas somewhat act more similar to other atmospheric
pressure plasmas. In these cases, the advantages of microplasmas are twofold. On one hand, microplasma allows in
many cases better control and versatility both in terms of the
accessible parameter space as well as in the practical aspects
of implementing suitable configurations for materials synthesis
and processing. The other aspect of practical interest relates to
the possibility of microplasmas to accommodate the injection
of liquid droplets in a flow configuration, which can be challenging or certainly with limited scope for other atmospheric
pressure plasmas. It is worth mentioning that the metal NP production rates at a small laboratory scale (≈1023 atoms L−1 s−1)[15])
reported for this type of microplasmas are much higher not
only compared to other plasma types but also compared to
advanced chemical microreactors.

2.8. Process Versatility
The versatility of microplasmas for diverse materials processing
and device applications cannot be overstated. First, the features discussed above make microplasmas an attractive reactive
chemical environment for advanced materials synthesis as they
offer a unique combination of synthesis conditions. Importantly, while initially microplasma development was largely
motivated by atmospheric pressure operation, such plasmas can
also be operated at low (vacuum) pressures.[16] We emphasize
that microplasmas can be generated with DC, AC, RF, pulsed,
and other excitations, a wide range of gases and vapors such as
Ar, He, N2, and air, gas flow, diverse electrode geometries, and
materials. The scale of microplasma experiments also ranges
from portable and benchtop devices to arrays aimed for digital
manufacturing. Together, these reasons have led to a strong
expansion of microplasma applications requiring nonequilibrium, atmospheric pressure operation. One such application
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area is the production of advanced materials. The selected
examples representing the most notable progress in the field
over the last decade present different means of microplasmaenabled synthesis of nanomaterials in the gas and liquid phase,
in both free-standing and substrate-supported forms.

2.9. Microplasma Enabled Devices
Other rapidly expanding areas of microplasma applications
discussed here are the development of next-generation optoelectronic devices, water sterilization systems, powerful UV
light sources, and active electromagnetic devices. These applications are also enabled by the unique microplasma properties and their interactions with functional materials. Indeed,
microplasmas are efficient generators of charged and electrically excited atoms and molecules, largely because of their
nonequilibrium nature. Strong nonequilibrium between the
gas and electron temperatures allows effective control over the
distribution of chemical products generated by electron impact
excitation of gases maintained at temperatures as low as room
temperature.

2.10. High-Power-Density, Low-Temperature Operation
In both types of (materials and devices) applications, operation of microplasmas at very high power densities is useful (and
often critical). The reason is because the internal energy of the
many atomic and molecular excited species (such as rare gas
metastables) is higher than needed to liberate a desired atom
from a parent molecule through collisional excitation transfer.
It is also possible to control the number densities and mixing
of multiple-phases of excited and ionized atoms and molecules including metastable species and products of diatomic
and polyatomic molecule dissociation that are unprecedented
in many thermal and other plasma-based processes. Furthermore, the atmospheric pressure (and above) operation typical
of microplasmas offers an avenue for the generation of additional products through collisions of the nascent fragments
(i.e., produced directly by electron impact excitation, ionization,
or dissociation) with the background gas(es). Consequently,
microplasma-driven materials synthesis and processing is
able to proceed at temperatures considerably lower than those
required by processes relying on thermal equilibrium, such as
metal-organic chemical vapor deposition (CVD), to dissociate,
e.g., polyatomic molecular precursors.
With these key features in mind, we can now proceed with
the analysis of the recent progress in microplasma-assisted
synthesis and modification of advanced nanomaterials.

3. Production of Advanced Nanomaterials
Recent years have witnessed major advances in the fabrication
of advanced nanomaterials using microplasma-assisted gas
phase and liquid phase approaches. Selected examples include
ultrasmall metal NPs (USMNP) in Section 3.1, semiconductor NPs (SNPs) in Section 3.2, metal oxide nanostructures
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Figure 3. Microplasma synthesis of ultrasmall metallic NPs. a) Microplasma reactor for Sn NP synthesis. A thin tin wire as the Sn precursor is used
in the microplasma reactor. Inset shows the image of the microplasma. Scale bar: 4 mm. b) HRTEM image of Sn NPs synthesized in the microplasma
reactor shown in (a) with average diameter of 1.6 nm. Scale bars: 2 nm. a,b) Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Attribution
4.0 International License (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by/4.0/).[26] Copyright 2018, The Authors, published by Springer Nature. c) Schematic
representation of the droplet-plasma microreactor for Au NP synthesis. Inset shows the photograph of the ignited plasma region. d) HRTEM image
of Au NPs synthesized by a droplet-plasma microreactor shown in (c). c,d) Reproduced with permission.[15] Copyright 2018, American Chemical
Society. e) Proposed reaction mechanism of AuNP/CNT nanocomposites synthesized by microplasma-liquid method. f) Photothermal properties
of as-prepared AuNP/CNT nanocomposites synthesized with different HAuCl4 concentrations in microplasma-liquid method. e,f) Reproduced with
permission.[38] Copyright 2019, American Chemical Society.

(MONS) in Section 3.3, and carbon nanomaterials (CNMs)
in Section 3.4. Section 3.5 is devoted to the discussion of the
benefits of using microplasmas in the processing of nanomaterials that can complement and diversify the existing
approaches. Examples of microplasma-assisted synthesis of
USMNPs include catalytic, transition metals such as Ni, Fe,
NiFe, NiFeCu, and Sn as well as plasmonic Ag, Au, and AgAu.
Examples of semiconducting materials include Si, SiC, CdS,
Sn-doped CdS, and Co3O4, NPs. Metal oxides are represented
by CuO, NiO, and Fe2O3 films and In2O3, Cu2O, Y2O3, and
doped Y2O3 NPs. The examples of CNMs include carbon dots
(CDs), graphene quantum dots (GQDs), nanographene, and
nanodiamonds (NDs).

3.1. USMNPs
Recent theoretical and experimental studies suggest that
USMNPs ranging from 1 to 5 nm in diameter exhibit exceptional properties and are desired for energy conversion and
storage, optoelectronics, nanoelectronics, catalysis, bioimaging, and biomedical applications.[5a,17,18] Their properties
are highly sensitive to both the size and chemical composition of the particles. However, it is currently challenging to
synthesize well-dispersed, free-standing particles due to the
poor stability and severe aggregation resulting from their
high surface free energy. On the other hand, various supports
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including 2D layered materials, nanoporous materials, metal
oxides, and polymers have been proposed to stabilize the
USMNPs.[5a]
Microplasma synthesis has been reported as a promising and
effective method to synthesize free-standing USMNP without
significant aggregation.[6] In general, microplasma-assisted
NP synthesis can be classified into the gas-phase and liquidphase approaches.[6] Recently, transition metal USMNPs have
been demonstrated with potential applications for materials
fabrication, catalysis, energy conversion, and storage.[5a,17,18]
Representative examples of microplasma-assisted metal NP
synthesis are presented in Figure 3. In gas-phase microplasmaassisted synthesis, vapors of metal-organic precursors are typically introduced in the plasma using a carrier gas flow. The
metal-organic precursor is dissociated in the plasma and the
resulting metal radicals nucleate to from metal clusters into
metal particles.[19] Multiple metal-organic precursors can be
mixed to produce bimetallic[20] and trimetallic NPs.[21] Indeed,
ultrasmall Ni, Fe, NiFe bimetallic, and NiFeCu trimetallic NPs
with diameters ranging from 2 to 5 nm and relatively narrow
size distributions (σ < 20%) have been demonstrated using
atmospheric pressure DC microplasmas.[19–23] The size and
composition of NiFe bimetallic NP catalysts has been shown
to assist controlling the diameters and chiralities of the singlewalled carbon nanotubes (CNTs) during the growth.[23] Further,
the size distribution, morphology, crystal facet structure, and
magnetic properties of the Ni and iron oxide NP synthesized by
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gas-phase microplasmas can be affected by the plasma conditions and precursor concentration.[24,25] Recently, the synthesis
and properties of surfactant-free, free-standing ultrasmall Sn
NPs with diameters ranging from 1.6 to 6.1 nm, were reported
(Figure 3a).[26] The produced Sn NPs exhibit high crystallinity
and purity (Figure 3b) and possess excellent electrochemical capacity for emerging energy storage devices such as
microsupercapacitors.
Plasmonic NPs such as Ag, Au, and AuAg bimetallics are
actively pursued for biosensing, nanocatalysis, and biomedical
applications.[27–29] However, common synthesis methods, e.g.,
based on wet-chemistry, suffer additional reducing and capping agents and generally involve laborious multistep processes. A simple method to prepare Au NPs by employing
a H2/Ar microplasma jet driven with ultrahigh frequency at
ambient pressure was shown very effective and was followed
by other researchers.[30] The synthesized Au NPs with 4.3 nm
average size can be directly deposited on temperature-sensitive
substrates such as paper at ambient conditions without any
apparent damage. This ability is promising for the development
of plasma printing applications. Reducing-agent-free, rapid
production of colloidal Ag, Au, and AgAu alloy NPs is possible
using microplasma-assisted electrochemical synthesis.[31–36]
The absorbance spectroscopic studies indicate that particle
nucleation and growth are possibly initiated by the plasma–
liquid interactions.[31] A facile and green synthesis of crystalline AuAg NP alloys has been demonstrated in solution under
ambient conditions. In this method, it is possible to control
the elemental composition and the size of the NPs by varying
the reaction time.[36] A DC atmospheric pressure glow microdischarge produced Au-Ag core–shell NPs (Au@Ag CSNPs)
using a continuous flow reactor.[37] This work exhibits a production rate of 90 mL h−1 for a Au@Ag CSNP solution. An interesting example of continuous-flow synthesis of ligand-free colloidal Au NP with the average size of 4 nm, was demonstrated
using micro-droplets passing through the plasma generated in
a narrow channel (Figure 3c).[15] Importantly, nonequilibrium
and high energy density conditions lead to nearly complete
precursor reduction. Moreover, the as-synthesized NPs were
dispersed in solution and free of surfactants and ligands on
the surfaces, making them potentially useful for applications
including drug delivery, biomedical imaging, and catalysis
(Figure 3d).
Besides free-standing NPs in gas phase or colloidal NPs
dispersed in solution, nanocomposites or nanohybrids composed of metal NPs and substrate materials including CNT,
graphene nanosheets, polymers, and hydrogels can be prepared using microplasma-assisted liquid-phase synthesis
at room temperature and ambient pressure. Recent works
include AuNP/CNT,[38] AuNP/graphene oxide (GO),[39] AuNP/
poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiophene) polystyrene sulfonate,[40]
and
Fe3O4NP/poly(N-isopropylacrylamide)
hydrogels.[41]
For example, Au NPs can be directly synthesized from Au
containing salt precursor by chemical reduction and simultaneously deposited on CNT surfaces to form a nanohybridlike structure during the microplasma-assisted liquid-phase
synthesis (Figure 3e). The study indicates good photothemal
properties of these nanocomposites for potential therapeutic
applications (Figure 3f).[38]
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3.2. Semiconducting Materials
SNPs are important materials for optoelectronics, bioimaging, energy conversion, quantum computing, and other
areas.[42,43] Microplasmas have been used to synthesize Si and
other semiconducting NPs with controlled morphologies and
properties with typical examples presented in Figure 4. The
early microplasma-based synthesis of Si NPs relied on mixtures of SiH4 and Ar gases and DC power.[44] The prepared Si
particles possessed diameters from 2 to 5 nm and exhibited
a 420 nm photoluminescence (PL) emission at ambient temperature. Si NPs were later prepared by operating a very high
frequency microplasmas in H2, Ar, and SiCl4 gas mixtures.[45]
Importantly, the H2 concentration was found to affect the synthesis rates and the optical properties of the Si NPs. Si NPs
with high crystallinity and distinctive shapes can be synthesized without H2 addition to the Ar and SiH4 gas mixture
when RF microplasmas are used. Moreover, the PL emissions
of the Si NPs can be tuned in the visible range by adjusting
the H2 concentration.[46] Recently, it has been reported that
Si NPs can also be synthesized by microplasma-assisted
liquid-phase processing at ambient conditions.[47] Moreover,
microstructured SiOx thin films can be deposited from hexamethyldisilazane and hexamethyldisiloxane precursors
using microplasma jet under ambient pressure,[48] showing
the potential of microplasmas for semiconductor materials
synthesis.
Silicon carbide (SiC) is a versatile material which is very
hard, chemically inert, and is promising for next-generation
photonic and electronic devices.[49–51] The current synthesis
of SiC NPs, however, is very difficult because of the hardness
and high melting temperature of bulk SiC. Recently, highly
crystalline and ultrasmall SiC NPs with the particle size less
than 1.5 nm and ligand-free surface were synthesized using
gas-phase atmospheric pressure microplasmas.[52] Transmission electron microscopy (TEM) results confirm that freestanding SiC nanocrystals with clear shapes and diameters
ranging from 1.5 to 5.3 nm can be produced by microplasmas
without any additional surface treatment (Figure 4a,b).
Recently, liquid-phase microplasma-assisted synthesis of
semiconducting NPs has been demonstrated. For example,
cadmium sulfide (CdS) NPs can be effectively synthesized
by microplasma-liquid processing using solutions containing
CdSO4, Na2S2O3, and thioglycolic acid (Figure 4c,d).[53] The
as-prepared CdS NPs exhibit stable room-temperature PL
properties. Interestingly, Sn-doped CdS NPs can be prepared
using a similar method by adding SnCl4 in the solution,
leading to better PL performance (Figure 4e).[54] Moreover,
CdS-Ag2S on GO nanocomposites were recently synthesized
using microplasma-assisted liquid-phase method.[55]

3.3. MONS
MONS is an important class of materials because they can
be custom-designed to produce insulating, semiconducting,
or even conducting properties by controlling the basic
structure of the M-O-M network.[56] MONS are highly promising for various applications including photoelectric energy
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Figure 4. Microplasma synthesis and doping of semiconducting NPs. a) HRTEM image of a highly crystalline SiC NP synthesized using gas-phase
microplasmas. b) PL spectra of SiC NPs with different particle size controlled by the synthesis conditions in the microplasma reactor. a,b) Reproduced with permission.[52] Copyright 2016, The Royal Society of Chemistry. c) Schematic of the experimental setup of CdS NP synthesized using
microplasma-assisted liquid phase synthesis. d) Proposed chemical pathway of CdS NP synthesis using microplasma-assisted liquid phase synthesis.
e). PL spectra of CdS NPs produced using a microplasma reactor as shown in (c), with varied synthesis time. c–e) Reproduced with permission.[53]
Copyright 2017, Springer Nature.

generators, sensing devices, optoelectronic, spintronic, and
electronic devices.[56–59] Current synthesis methods of MONS
include gas-phase techniques such as sputtering, laser deposition, atomic layer deposition (ALD), and thermal deposition. Common solution processing methods include dip
coating, spin-coating, and spray pyrolysis. However, some
of the existing methods suffer from the use of expensive
vacuum systems, low deposition rates, high-temperature
(e.g., above 400 °C) annealing, and multiple process steps.
Other common issues include poor materials quality due to
the product segregation during annealing process.[58] Another
critical challenge is to achieve direct-patterned MO structures
with controlled material composition at the nanoscale on a
wide range of substrates at low process temperatures.
Recently, a versatile microplasma-based approach (Figure 5)
has been demonstrated for direct deposition of crystalline
MONS including α-Fe2O3, CuO, NiO, and Fe-doped NiO on
different substrates including polymeric materials, conductors,
insulators, fibers, and patterned substrates at ambient temperature (Figure 5a).[16,60–62] The as-prepared CuO films were used as
active electrodes for lithium ion batteries, exhibiting high specific capacity and good electrochemical responses over a large
number of voltage sweep cycles (Figure 5b). The microplasma
deposition can also be applied for conformal single-step deposition of α-Fe2O3 (Figure 5c), NiO (Figure 5d), and Fe-doped NiO
(Figure 5e) materials. Moreover, it is possible to perform large
area deposition by raster scanning a single microplasma jet,
which is potentially suitable for plasma printing applications.
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Recently, vertically oriented nanosized NiO structures encapsulated in graphene layers (G@NiO) were prepared by
microplasma-enhanced CVD.[63] Pt/ZnO nanocomposites
were fabricated as counter electrodes of dye-sensitized solar
cells using nitrogen DC-pulsed atmospheric pressure microplasma jet in a few seconds due to the highly reactive species
generated in the nitrogen plasma.[64]
Metal oxide NPs can also be prepared using liquid-phase,
microplasma-assisted approach. The plasma–liquid interface
can be a reaction hot zone because of the active species such as
electrons, ions, excited OH, metastable Ar, and nitrogen-related
species produced by the plasma. A microplasma-liquid method
was designed to synthesize cuprous oxide (Cu2O) NPs with
the size ranging from 400 to 600 nm.[65] It was further demonstrated that crystalline Co3O4 NPs with the diameters 2–5 nm
can be fabricated by using Co foil as the anode in the microplasma-enhanced electrochemical reactor operated at ambient
conditions.[66] The Co3O4 NPs produced in this method can be
dispersed in ethanol and then used to fabricate thin films for
light absorption and light-emitting diode applications.
Indium oxide In2O3 with a relatively wide bandgap of about
3.0 eV is very useful for many applications including solar
energy conversion, sensing devices, photochemical reactions,
and optoelectronic devices.[67,68] In2O3 NPs were successfully
fabricated using microplasma-liquid processing.[69] The
optical properties of the NPs can be controlled by adjusting
the plasma synthesis time and precursor concentrations
(Figure 5f).[69]
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Figure 5. Microplasma fabrication of MONS. a) Schematic of microplasma-enhanced synthesis and deposition of MONS on varying substrates.
b) Electrochemical discharge–charge measurement for lithium ion battery anode using CuO film deposited on Cu foil by the method in (a). Inset shows
the scanning electron microscopy image of the CuO film. c) α-Fe2O3 and d) NiO deposited on 2.5 lm high Si micropillars by the method presented
in (a). The insets show top-down zoom images of the oxide morphology. a–d) Reproduced with permission.[60] Copyright 2016, American Institute of
Physics. e) Comparison of surface and bulk compositions of Ni1−xFexO films obtained via X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy and energy-dispersive X-ray
spectroscopy, respectively, where x = [Fe]/([Fe] + [Ni]) and [Fe] and [Ni] denote concentrations of Fe and Ni, respectively. Reproduced with permission.[62]
Copyright 2017, Royal Society of Chemistry. f) PL spectra of cubic In2O3 NPs synthesized with varying time using microplasma-assisted liquid phase
method. Reproduced with permission.[69] Copyright 2016, American Chemical Society. g) Raman spectra of Eu- and Tb-doped Y2O3 NPs synthesized
using microplasma-assisted liquid phase method. Reproduced with permission.[76] Copyright 2019, Wiley-VCH. h) Photographs of the synthesized
Y2O3 and Y2O3:5% Eu samples in the aqueous solution under room light and UV irradiation (254 nm). Y2O3:5% Eu sample shows a strong red-orange
fluorescence. Reproduced with permission.[77] Copyright 2019, The Royal Society of Chemistry.

Yttrium oxide NPs is one of the air-stable luminescent materials pursued for optoelectronics.[70,71] Additionally, the lanthanide (La)-doped yttrium oxide NPs have been reported as a lowtoxicity luminescent material for biomedical applications.[72–74]
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Yttrium oxide NPs have been successfully produced in a simple
microplasma-assisted liquid process operated at ambient
pressure by reacting yttrium nitrate aqueous solution as the
precursor (Figure 5g).[75] Furthermore, successful synthesis of
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Figure 6. Microplasma synthesis of CNMs. a) Schematic of synthesis of CDs using microplasma-assisted liquid-phase method. b) UV–vis absorption,
PL excitation, and PL emission spectra (Ex = 350 nm) of CDs in aqueous solution. The inset shows the photos of CDs under sunlight (left) and 365 nm
UV light (right). a,b) Reproduced with permission.[94] Copyright 2014, The Royal Society of Chemistry. c) TEM of CDs produced by microplasma-assisted
liquid phase method. The inset shows the HRTEM of a CD with the lattice spacing corresponding to (531) crystalline plane. Reproduced with permission.[95] Copyright 2015, Wiley-VCH. d) UV–vis absorption spectra of colloidal GQDs synthesized with varying process current using microplasmaliquid method. The inset shows the photos of as-produced colloidal GQDs under 365 nm UV lamp illumination. e) Photoluminescence mapping
of as-produced colloidal GQDs in (d). Reproduced with permission.[99] Copyright 2019, Elsevier. f) Raman spectrum of nanographene produced by
microplasma-assisted liquid-phase synthesis from ethanol with N,N-dimethylformamide-solvated FePc. Reproduced with permission.[107] Copyright
2018, Institute of Physics and The Japan Society of Applied Physics.

crystalline Eu, Tb, and lanthanide (La) single-doped and codoped yttrium oxide NPs has been reported (Figure 5h).[76,77]
Optical spectroscopy studies indicate that the PL emission
properties can be adjusted by the dopant concentrations in
the yttrium oxide NPs, which in turn can be controlled by
the plasma process conditions. Other MONS including ZnO
nanosheets,[78,79] TiO2 nanotube,[80] europium-doped ceria
NPs CeO2,[81] CuO NPs,[82,83] CuO/TiO2 nanocomposite,[84]
Ag/TiO2 nanocomposite,[85] SnO/GNS nanocomposite[86,87]
were recently synthesized using the microplasma-assisted
liquid-phase method. These results confirm high potential of
microplasmas in oxide materials processing and deposition for
optoelectronics, sensing, and energy applications.

3.4. CNMs
CNMs including graphene, GQDs, CDs, and NDs, are emerging
nanomaterials for chemical and biosensing, energy conversion,
catalytic, medical imaging, and optoelectronic devices due to
their exceptional properties including tunable bandgap, PL
emission, and biocompatibility.[88–90] Current synthesis methods
such as top-down and bottom-up approaches are usually timeconsuming and laborious, and require high temperatures,
as well as toxic precursors and chemicals.[90–93] Microplasmaassisted synthesis including gas-phase and liquid-phase
approaches can be versatile and effective in the controlled production of CNMs, with typical examples presented in Figure 6.
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CDs can be produced within just a few minutes using a
microplasma-liquid method without high temperature condition, large energy input, and laborious procedures.[94–101] The
plasma-assisted reactive chemistry promotes chemical reactions and accelerates the CDs formation. The synthesized CDs
show a mean particle size of 2.3 nm and carbonyl and amide
functionalities on the surface (Figure 6a,b).[94] The CDs can be
used for pH sensing in the range of 3–14 and uranium detection with a high selectivity and low detection limit because of
the stable luminescence properties under low pH and high salt
concentration conditions.
Another example of a plasma-assisted liquid-phase process is
the fast, environmentally friendly synthesis of blue-luminescent
CDs with a mean size of 2.4 nm at ambient conditions.[95] The
PL study shows that the emission peak of CDs can be tuned
from 443 to 456 nm with varying excitation wavelength from
360 to 410 nm (Figure 6c). Environmentally friendly synthesis
of CDs from folic acid (FA) is further achieved using microplasmas.[96] The produced FA CDs show the excitation independent emission near 445 nm. The fluorescence quantum
yield is estimated to be 13% under 370 nm excitation. The synthesized CDs were used in bio-imaging by fluorescence labeling of MCF-7 cancer cells. Colloidal GQDs have been recently
produced in aqueous solutions using microplasma-assisted
liquid-phase synthesis at ambient conditions (Figure 6d,e).[99]
In this work, the colloidal GQDs were highly stable in solution
and exhibited room-temperature PL emission at 448 nm. The
obvious advantages of the microplasma-based synthesis are it is
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simple, fast, and requires no additional reducing chemicals nor
strong acids or bases.
Ultrafast synthesis of graphene structures with high quality
was demonstrated using nonequilibrium, atmospheric pressure
microplasma with a high electron density and alcohols or other
hydrocarbons as the carbon precursor.[102–107] Few-layer nanographene structures with reasonable crystallinity can be obtained
using this method according to the Raman analysis presented
in Figure 6f. Moreover, N-doped nanographene can be synthesized using gas-phase microplasmas at ambient pressure with
ethanol and ammonia as carbon and nitrogen precursors.[108]
Diamond, a metastable form of carbon, is difficult to synthesize at ambient conditions. Diamond films are commonly
fabricated by low-pressure plasma-enhanced CVD due to
the generation of atomic hydrogen. Atomic hydrogen species are important in stabilizing the diamond surface and
suppressing the growth of nondiamond phases. According
to theoretical calculations, it is suggested that carbon clusters with size less than 3 nm and hydrogen surface terminations are thermodynamically more stable in the form of sp3
hybridization than the sp2 forms. This calculation suggests
that microplasmas can indeed be a suitable technology to
synthesize ND under nonequilibrium, yet reasonably close
to ambient conditions. Recently it has been demonstrated
that NDs can be synthesized in microplasma-based processes.[109–112] Specifically, NDs have been synthesized using
a DC microplasma and ethanol as a precursor.[109] NDs with
2–5 nm in diameter and high purity and crystallinity can
be prepared by adding H2 gas to the gas mixture. The high
quality and ultrasmall size of the NDs are particularly valuable for biomedical applications.[90]
An RF microplasma jet generated at atmospheric pressure
can be used to synthesize other types of carbon microstructures
including diamond particles, carbon nanowires, and CNTs by
adjusting the deposition parameters such as the flow rate of
precursors, the geometry of the electrode, and the substrate
conditions.[113] Carbon nanowires and CNTs are promising
materials for applications in electronics, as modified electrodes in chemical and biosensing, as well as energy storage
applications.[114,115]

3.5. Microplasma Features that Diversify and Complement
Existing Materials Synthesis
There are several features that microplasmas exhibit for the
synthesis of various nanomaterials that diversify and complement existing approaches and methods. In some cases, these
features could be regarded as advantageous and could be used
by materials scientists and engineers. Below we highlight some
of the most important features that were useful in the above
examples of nanomaterials synthesis in Sections 3.1–3.4. We
relate these results to the general features of microplasmas
introduced in Section 2.
NP Size Tunability: In general, microplasmas possess a
microreactor geometry and, analogously, are characterized
by very short reaction residence times ranging from µs to ns
that underpin the synthesis of ultrasmall (<5 nm in diameter)
particles discussed in Section 2.6. However, whereas tuning
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of the particle size has been demonstrated by varying the residence time in liquid-phase microreactors and low-pressure continuous plasmas with larger residence times, evidence of such
control in microplasmas is presently limited. A possible reason
is that there are coupled effects, e.g., if the residence time is
decreased to decrease the particle size by increasing the gas
flow rate, the gas temperature also decreases because of convective cooling, which could lead to enhanced particle nucleation
and, in direct opposition, an increase in particle size. In other
cases, where residence time does seem to control the size,
other particle features also may change as a result of a cooler
microplasma, i.e., chemical composition, crystal structure, and
morphology may also change. Other “knobs” available to vary
the residence time could also have coupled effects. Moreover,
the gas flow rate could also affect the fluid properties, which
unlike a liquid, will transition from a laminar to turbulent
flow regime. To date, the most successful approach to controlling particle size has been precursor concentration with lower
concentrations leading to smaller particle sizes. Perhaps this is
not so surprising since precursor concentration will have little
effect on other properties as long as it is low enough to not
impact the plasma. Nonetheless, in the future, better insight
into the coupled effects could enable even better control over
particle properties.
Compositional Control in Alloyed NPs: Extending from size
control, compositional control in alloyed NPs made up of more
than one metal has been demonstrated by varying the ratio of
the respective vapor precursors. Correlations have been found
between the ratio of the precursor vapors and the relative
amount of the metals in the as-grown NPs. The assumption
is that the different precursors dissociate similarly to produce
the necessary radicals for particle nucleation. Refinements
in experiments and modeling will be able to validate such an
assumption and, if relevant, provide corrections that could
lead to improved control over the precise particle composition.
While other compositional control such as core–shell architectures are desired, to our knowledge, have not yet been reported.
A potential strategy would be to operate microplasmas in series
with the precursor vapors introduced sequentially. A key challenge will be controlling nucleation versus deposition on the
pre-existing NPs in the second reactor.
NP Shaping: The shapes of NPs and NSs determine their
properties. Consequently, shape control is important in the
NP and NS synthesis. In general, during a typical chemical
synthesis of NPs, low-index facets and spherical and sphericallike shapes are preferentially formed under thermodynamically
controlled conditions while high-index facets and irregular
shapes tend to be formed under kinetically controlled conditions. Therefore, it is crucial to control the synthesis conditions for shape-controlled synthesis of NP. One possible way,
also used in wet-chemistry, is to use surface-selective capping
agents and/or ligands to control the shapes. Recently, it has
been reported that NP shapes can be affected by the process
conditions in the microplasma synthesis. In gas-phase microplasma synthesis, it is noted that the shapes of the Sn NPs
can be affected by the gas flow rates.[26] Some other factors
that may affect NP properties and production rates include the
gas flow that may affect the energy exchange between microplasmas, electromagnetic fields, precursors, and radiation
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fluxes. Another possible effect is related to inhomogenous gas
flows which may increase turbulence and cooling or enhance
precursor mixing. However, similar to chemical microreactors,
small flow volumes in microplasmas likely facilitate effective
precursor mixing without inducing significant turbulence and
instabilities in the gas flow.
According to the high-resolution TEM (HRTEM) micro
analysis, the as-synthesized Sn NPs prepared with a gas flow
rate of 1 sLm featured highly spherical shapes while the one prepared with gas flow rate of 0.25 sLm presented slightly elongated
shapes. The gas phase chemistry and other microplasma features (e.g., precursor delivery, reactor geometry/configuration,
etc.) may also play a role in controlling the particle shape. It is
demonstrated that cubic-shaped TiN NPs with (200) facet were
synthesized in a gas-phase microplasma with titanium tetrachloride (TiCl4) as precursor and nitrogen gas as the reactant[116]
while TiN NPs showed spherical-like shapes using tetrakis
(dimethylamino) titanium and ammonia as the precursors.[117]
On the other hand, in the liquid-phase microplasma synthesis,
the shapes of In2O3 NPs were controlled by the reaction time.
The NP shape can be transformed from spherical particles at
short reaction times (10 min), to rods at middle reaction times
(15 min), to sheets at long reaction times (70 min), and even to
cubes at very long reaction times (240 min).[69] The shapes of
ZnO NSs have been controlled by varying the capping agents
during the microplasma-assisted liquid-phase synthesis.[78,79]
It is interesting to observe that nanosheets, nanodrums, and
nanoneedles of ZnO NSs can be produced by using sodium
dodecyl sulfate, fructose, and cetrimonium bromide, respectively, during the microplasma-assisted synthesis at room temperature, similar to wet chemical approaches.
Nitrogen Breakdown for Nitride Materials: Dissociation of
N2 molecule containing a triple nitrogen bond, is very energy
demanding. Microplasmas effectively overcome this problem
and facilitate the formation of nitride-based NSs including
titanium nitride (TiN) NPs[116,117] and aluminum nitride (AlN)
NPs[118] from suitable precursors. Interestingly, emerging materials such as low-dielectric constant (low-k) zeolites thin films
composed with zeolite particles with uniform size distribution and high crystallinity can be fabricated by nitrogen microplasmas at ambient pressure.[119]
Single-Step Processes: It is also possible to perform materials synthesis and patterning on substrates in a single step
by using microplasma-based process. It not only overcomes
the problem of multiple-step materials processing required in
conventional methods but also potentially can be applied for
large-scale and continuous process, e.g., roll-to-roll or additive
manufacturing.
Compatibility with Printing Technologies: It has been recently
shown that GO films can be directly printed on substrates and
simultaneously be reduced using an atmospheric pressure
plasma jet.[120] The microplasma-based jets can also be used
to perform maskless etching of graphene for flexible microsupercapacitor fabrication at ambient pressure.[121]
Surface Modifications at Ambient Conditions: The high energy
electrons, radicals, and reactive species generated in the microplasma can be used for surface modification of materials. It
has been reported that the surface properties of CNMs,[122,123]
polymeric films,[124–128] can be modified by microplasmas-based
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treatments. The plasma modification step can further change
the optical, electronic, and other properties of materials. Interestingly, some of the microplasma features discussed in this
section, are also useful in the selected industry-oriented applications including reactive liquid media for sterilization and
plasma discharges for high-performance commercial lighting,
water purification, and other systems, presented in the following section.

4. Microplasma Devices and Applications
As discussed in Section 2, microplasmas represent active chemical and electromagnetic media which makes them of considerable value in the fabrication and analysis of advanced materials
and devices, but also as synthetic materials whose properties
are dynamic. To illustrate the potential utility of microplasmas,
we present here selected microplasma devices that are most
relevant to the electronics and photonics materials communities. Several of these have been commercialized over the past
decade (and are currently being manufactured) and the applications described include: i) chemically reactive media for solid
and liquid materials processing; ii) advanced vacuum ultraviolet (VUV)/UV (“light”) sources for materials analysis and processing; and iii) dynamic electromagnetic media for artificial,
3D crystals and metamaterials.

4.1. Chemically Active Media for Solid and Liquid
Materials Processing
The unique properties of microplasmas discussed in Section 2
provide the opportunity to alter the chemistry and physics of
gas/solid interfaces so as to selectively generate reactive species.
The geometry, materials, operating pressure, background gas,
and driving voltage waveform for microplasma devices are the
primary factors determining the reduced electric field strength
(E/N, where E and N are the electric field strength and background gas number density, respectively) at any point in the
plasma. This important parameter dictates the inelastic collision rates in the plasma and, most importantly, the resulting
reaction products.
Materials Etching and Synthesis: The earliest report of Si
etching[129] by a DC microdischarge formed in Ar/CF4 gas
mixtures demonstrated etching rates up to 7 µm min−1. In this
process, Ar ion bombardment of the surface, and discharge
current densities of ≈30 mA cm−2, were responsible for the
rapid formation of bowl-shaped cavities in the Si cathode. More
recently, Si etching using RF-powered plasma jets with diameters as small as 500 µm was reported.[130] In these studies,
He/N2/CF4 mixtures served as the feedstock gas for the plasma,
and etching efficiencies (Si atoms removed per incident fluorine
atom) of 15% were observed. With respect to other substrate
materials, it was demonstrated[131] that the structure of polymer
films could be altered in a controllable and spatially selective
manner through exposure to microplasmas. The impact of
microplasmas on polymer surfaces was later exploited to pattern
biomolecules (streptavidin) on polyethylene oxide.[132] For
electronics applications, linear arrays of plasma jets[85,86] have
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been designed and characterized, and subsequently applied
for etching of a photoresist with spatial resolutions in the 250–
400 µm range.
Arrays of microplasmas can be conveniently generated within
microchemical reactors, and several microplasma systems
have been commercialized. For example, low-cost, disposable
microreactors were fabricated in a polymer by replica molding
and applied to the spatially localized deposition of sulfur.[133]
Carbon disulfide (CS2) was dissociated in 10 × 10 arrays of
400 µm diameter microcavities by microplasmas generated in
an Ar flow at atmospheric pressure. Sulfur was deposited in the
downstream portion of the reactor, which served as a flowing
afterglow plasma. The morphology and composition of the
deposit suggested that the growth process occurs by heterogenous reactions and that the scission of at least one CS2 bond
is energetically efficient. We wish to emphasize the generality
of this deposition process in which energy stored in ionized (or
excited) states of Ar or the argon dimer (Ar2) can be transferred
to the acceptor molecule (CS2) which culminates in the growth
of a film or the deposition of a bulk solid. Similar processes
appear to be feasible for the Group III and Group V elements
at the heart of electronic and photonic devices. Subsequent
advances were made in the development and applications of
various types of microplasma-based chemical processing reactors.[134,135] Importantly, the synergy of microplasma and microfluidic technologies offers great potential for the development
of next generation, materials synthesis reactors offering the
advantages of atmospheric pressure operation and temperatures as low as 300–350 K, without the need for catalysts.
Materials Processing with Microplasma-Generated Excited Species: Microplasmas are efficient generators of excited reactive
species that can be tailored for diverse applications in the treatment of both solid and liquid materials. One striking example
of a recently commercialized microplasma reactor process is
the production of ozone (O3) for the disinfection of drinking
water and the treatment of industrial or municipal wastewater
(“gray water”).[136] These reactors are also suitable for diverse
surface modifications, such as imparting hydrophilic surface
properties to soft polymeric or carbon-based materials and
conditioning of dental implant materials. Commercially available, modular ozone-generating systems based on assemblies
of microchannel plasma “chips,” fabricated in nanoporous alumina (Al2O3), are capable of producing ozone with an electrical
efficiency above 120 g kWh−1.[136] Figure 7a is a photograph of a
commercial microplasma ozone module comprising four chips
which can be connected in tandem or in parallel for the purpose of increasing the ozone concentration or the ozone production rate, respectively.
This device is a salient example of a synergistic interaction between a microplasma and an advanced nanomaterial.
Indeed, the performance of the chips at the heart of these systems hinges on the structure of the nanoporous alumina that
serves as a dielectric barrier film isolating the plasma from the
electrode. Comprising close-packed arrays of 40–120 nm hexagonal pores, the alumina films are characterized by dielectric
breakdown strengths more than double that for bulk alumina.
As a result, the dielectric film thicknesses can be reduced relative to those required for other suitable materials, thereby elevating the electrical efficiency for the reactor. Furthermore, this
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microreactor technology has been scaled in ozone generation
by combining the outputs of multiple modules. Engineering
tests with as many as 18 modules have demonstrated that the
ozone production rate (expressed in grams per hour) scales linearly with the number of modules up to at least 100 g h−1.[136]
Figure 7b is an optical microscopy image of a 48-channel
reactor, operating in one atmosphere of pure oxygen that is
flowing at a volumetric rate of 2 slm.[137]
In contrast to conventional ozone generators, the microplasma-based ozone systems of Figure 7 are compact and
capable of operating with humid air as the feedstock gas. A
single chip produces 0.3 g of ozone per hour with room air,
and the power consumption of this one-chip reactor is 12 W.
Although the ozone output of one chip is modest, it is more
than sufficient for disinfecting the water required daily by a
single family. Consequently, the low power requirements and
cost of this technology have resulted in microplasma ozone systems being in operation currently in more than 35 countries
worldwide. Many systems are located in off-the-grid, solarpowered settings, and Figure 7c is a photograph of a small
ozone system disinfecting water for a hospital in Jos, Nigeria
that is situated outside a refugee camp. Previously, water suitable for surgery, wound irrigation, and other medical treatments was severely limited in both quality and quantity because
of the expense and difficulty of transporting traditional chemical disinfectants (such as sodium hypochlorite), on a periodic
basis, to remote locations. Powered by a 15 W solar panel, systems such as that of Figure 7c are also disinfecting drinking
water within the refugee camp, and elsewhere in Africa and
other countries.
Commercial applications into which this technology has
already made significant inroads include the cold storage of
fruits and vegetables (see Figure 7d), the disinfection of industrial and farm wastewater, and the treatment of water for pools
and saunas. Figure 7d presents two photographs of tangerines
in a large cold storage facility in South Korea in which the lifetime of vegetables and fruit is extended by exposure to low levels
of microplasma-generated ozone. The fruit shown in the upper
photograph has been stored in the facility in room air having a
low ozone concentration, whereas the tangerines in the lower
photograph were stored for the same length of time and at the
same temperature but in the absence of ozone. Serving as a control, the tangerines in the bottom image have noticeably deteriorated. Similar extensions of fruit and vegetable storage times
have been realized for avocados in Chile.
The particular applications of microplasma technology presented in Figure 7 are a vivid evidence of its ability to meet
demanding humanitarian, industrial, and consumer requirements because the unique properties of microplasma arrays
yield reduced power consumption, cost, and volume. The
resiliency and efficiency of microplasma ozone technology in
humid, high temperature environments, specifically, are at least
partially attributable to the extraordinary breakdown strength
and porosity of nanoporous alumina.
Another promising application of microplasma reactor technology in materials processing is that of printing. A combined
printing and ALD system is based on the decomposition of
volatile precursors at a surface with microplasmas generated
within capillaries.[91] Spatial resolution as low as 200 µm and
© 2019 The Authors. Published by WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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Figure 7. Real-world applications of microplasmas. a) Photograph of a commercial module comprising four Al/Al2O3 “chips,” and capable of producing more
than 6 g of ozone per hour. Photograph provided by and reproduced with permission from EP Purification, Inc. b) Optical microscopy image (photographed in
plan view through a glass window) of a 48 channel microreactor in which ozone is generated in the microchannel plasmas. Reproduced with permission.[137]
Copyright 2013, Institute of Physics. c) Photograph of a small EP Purification system providing disinfected surgical water for a small hospital outside a refugee
camp in Jos, Nigeria. Photo provided by and reproduced with permission from EP Purification). d) Photographs of tangerines in a cold storage facility in
South Korea. The fruit in the upper panel has been exposed to low concentrations of ozone (produced by a system similar to that of (c)) in the facility. The
lower photograph shows tangerines stored for the same period of time and at the same temperature, but in the absence of ozone. Top photograph provided
by and used with permission from Ozonaid (Seoul, South Korea). Bottom photograph provided by and reproduced with permission from EP Purification.

printing speeds up to 0.2 cm2 s−1 are currently available with
these commercial systems.

4.2. Advanced Light Sources for Materials Analysis
and Photochemistry
Microplasmas are efficient emitters in the UV and VUV spectral regions. Research of the past two decades into the spectral
and electrical properties of microplasma arrays recently culminated in the demonstration of flat lamps generating more
than 25 W of average power at 172 nm from the Xe2 molecule
in the VUV region.[138] Capable of realizing intensities greater
than 300 mW cm−2 at pulse repetition frequencies above
130 kHz, these lamps comprise two interlaced arrays of microcavities and offer active areas of ≈90 cm2, a spectral bandwidth
of roughly 9 nm, and peak (instantaneous) intensities above
600 W. The reported intensity and average power for these lamps
are unprecedented in the VUV spectral region (wavelengths of
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100–200 nm) which has been dominated by low power lamps
for more than a century. To put these lamp parameters into perspective, the steady-state intensity currently produced by microcavity plasma lamps in the 172 ± 5 nm interval is the same as
that generated by a blackbody emitter having a radiation temperature of 16 500 K. One such emitter is the B3 class star Eta
Ursac Major located in the main sequence of the Cygnus constellation. Another way to assess such extraordinary intensities
in the VUV region is to recognize that the fluence (expressed
in J cm−2) received from a 1 min exposure to a 172 nm intensity of 100 mW cm−2 is equivalent to 2 years of solar exposure
immediately outside the Earth’s atmosphere.
The motivation for offering the above comparisons is
that the intensities now available from thin (less than 6 mm in
thickness) and efficient, microplasma-driven lamps are poised
to revolutionize the photochemical processing and spectroscopic analysis of materials. Lamps of design similar to that
of the 172 nm emitters have also been realized at 147, 222,
240–260, and 308 nm, which adds versatility to this new class
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Figure 8. Microplasma applications in lighting devices and materials analysis. a) Photograph of a 5 cm × 5 cm lamp emitting radiation from the KrCl
molecule. b) Spectrum of the lamp in (a), consisting of a single peak at 222 nm, and a weak wing extending to longer wavelengths. c) Photograph in
plan view of an assortment of natural and synthetic diamonds lying on the surface of a 222 nm emitting microplasma array lamp. Natural diamonds
emit only soft blue light—all others are synthetic. Photographs and spectrum provided by and reproduced with permission of Eden Park Illumination.

of lamps in several emerging applications. As one example,
Figure 8a presents a photograph of a 5 × 5 cm2 (2” × 2”) lamp
having a rare gas/Cl2 mixture. As shown in Figure 8b, the
lamp generates a single narrow peak at 222 nm that is emitted
by the KrCl molecule. Commercial applications of lamps
operating at this wavelength include materials analysis and
photochemistry.
A promising, commercialized application of 222 nm emitting lamps (hν = 5.58 eV) is that of distinguishing natural
diamonds from those synthesized by CVD or high-pressure
thermal processes. Figure 8c is a photograph of an assortment
of diamonds, natural and synthetic, lying on the surface of a
222 nm microcavity plasma lamp. The weak violet emission
from the lamp surface represents <2% of the total lamp power
that is generated in the long-wavelength tail of the spectrum
(Figure 8b). It is immediately obvious that each of the diamonds
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fluoresces in response to the absorption of the 5.6 eV photons.
Natural diamonds emit only weak blue fluorescence that decays
quickly upon extinguishing the 222 nm lamp. In contrast, synthetic diamonds emit strong fluorescence in a variety of colors
(such as yellow and deep red in Figure 8c), depending on the
process by which the diamonds were grown. In most instances,
the fluorescence emanates from color centers and other optically active defects in the crystal. Although this UV-excited fluorescence mechanism is straightforward, it has proven to be of
considerable value to the diamond industry. As of the date of
this paper submission, more than 1000 automated diamond
identification systems have been manufactured for jewelers
and diamond distributors.
The applications available to the 7.2 eV photons produced
by Xe2–emitting lamps (λ = 172 nm) mentioned earlier appear
to be quite broad, particularly insofar as materials processing
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Figure 9. Microplasma-materials synergy: active electromagnetic devices. a) Isometric projection of a 3D polymer scaffold designed and tested for the
generation of large, spatially periodic microplasma arrays. b) When filled with argon, this structure produces plasma arrays having a cubic structure as
shown by the plan view optical microscopy image at right. In this image, the square polymer posts are being viewed head-on and are identifiable by a
blue-green perimeter. c) Optical image of a 3D PPC operating in ≈1 atm of helium. d) Transmission spectra in the 149–156 GHz interval for the scaffold of an eight-layer PPC (blue trace) and the same crystal with Ar microplasmas generated in layers No. 2, 4, 6, and 8 of the crystal (orange curve).
Illustrations and optical microscopy images. Reproduced under the terms of the CC-BY Creative Commons Creative license (http://creativecommons.
org/licenses/by/4.0/).[142] Copyright 2019, The Authors, published by AIP Publishing.

is concerned. For example, 172 nm radiation is capable of patterning polymer surfaces as a result of the photodissociation
and ablation of hydrocarbon materials.[139] Other applications
of the 172–308 nm lamps described above include photoprocessing in the gas and solid phases, nanofabrication, structural modifications to solid/solid, liquid, or gas interfaces, and
water purification.[140]

4.3. Active Electromagnetic Media for Artificial 3D Optical
Metamaterials
One of the achievements of microplasma technology of the past
decade is the ability to assemble artificial geometric structures
comprising microplasma elements such as microcolumns,
disks, and even cubes. Because spatially periodic, plasma-dielectric arrays, in particular, are synthetic materials whose properties can be altered at electronic speeds, new opportunities for
electromagnetic applications are now accessible. To that end,
the transmission spectrum of 2D microplasma jet arrays in
which the plasma columns have a pitch of 1.0 mm, was measured.[141] Consequently, the Bragg frequency of each row of jets
is 150 GHz, and experiments probing the array (in the plane
orthogonal to the axes of the plasma jets) revealed the existence
of a weak attenuation resonance at roughly 157 GHz.
Adv. Mater. 2019, 1905508
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Figure 9 shows an example of a multilayer microplasma
device in which each layer is 3D-printed.[142] Figure 9a is an
illustration (in isometric projection) of the structure in which
the pink regions represent polymer posts that serve the dual
function of separating adjacent layers of the periodic structure
and defining the geometry of the microplasmas constituting
the 3D array. When filled with the desired gas, or gas mixture,
and powered by a voltage applied to planar indium tin oxide
electrodes on opposing faces of the structure, the scaffold of
Figure 9a becomes a cubic network of microplasmas that can
be designed for specific applications. Figure 9b is an optical
microscopy image, recorded along an axis orthogonal to the
surface plane of the structure (i.e., plan view), of the cubic
plasma network generated within the structure of Figure 9a
when Ar gas (pressure ≈1 atm) is introduced.
Although the 3D network of Figure 9a,b is an interesting
artificial plasma structure, it does not allow for reconfigurability. Because the scaffold is a solid and the microplasmas
are not individually addressable, the entire structure is static
and, therefore, not tunable. To correct this shortcoming, both
2D and 3D arrays of microplasma columns have been demonstrated, and Figure 9c is a microphotograph of a 3D plasma
photonic crystal (PPC) having a woodpile structure and operating in 1 atm of helium.[142] This array comprises 355 µm
diameter microplasmas generated within cylindrical channels
© 2019 The Authors. Published by WILEY-VCH Verlag GmbH & Co. KGaA, Weinheim
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formed in a poly(dimethylsiloxane) (PDMS) block (scaffold) by
replica molding, and each layer of the crystal is a planar Bragg
grating having a columnar plasma pitch of 1.0 mm. Adjacent
planes can be spaced by 0.5–1.0 mm with a positional accuracy
of 10 µm. After the PDMS scaffold containing the arrays of
microchannels is completed, electrodes are inserted into both
ends of every channel which are filled with the desired gas.
The result of this fabrication procedure, developed over a
period of several years, is a series of photonic crystals (such
as that of Figure 9c) that can be rapidly reconfigured at will,
and designed to serve as phase shifters, filters, and resonators in the microwave, mm-wave, and THz spectral regions.
Because the dielectric permittivity of low-temperature plasma
is dependent upon both the electron density and collision frequency for momentum transfer of the plasma, these photonic
crystals are tunable with predetermined spectral characteristics. Scores of such PPCs have been fabricated and tested in
the 120–350 GHz frequency interval, and Figure 9d illustrates
the tuning available with this PPC technology. The blue trace in
Figure 9d represents the transmission spectrum for the PDMS
scaffold which is itself a static photonic crystal, and the orange
data points are those recorded when plasmas are ignited in
layers #2, 4, 6, and 8 of an eight-layer PPC. The blue frequency
shift produced by the microplasmas is 1.6 GHz.
The point to be made is that the advent of a technology for
fabricating dense, 3D arrays of microplasma columns (and
other geometries) with precision has enabled the realization of
dynamic, functional materials based on microplasmas. These
hybrid plasma/dielectric/metal materials have properties not
available in the past, such as re-configurability at electronic
speeds, and are ideally suited for electromagnetics applications.
Therefore, the ability to electronically control the parameters
of each microplasma through the applied voltage and gas/
vapor mixture pressure provides access to a family of artificial
advanced materials (closely related to metamaterials) of both
scientific and applied interest.

5. Summary and Outlook
The impressive recent advances discussed above suggest that
microplasmas represent a unique physicochemical environment for both fundamental studies and applications involving
advanced materials. The chemical and electronic environment provided by microplasmas is strongly n
 onequilibrium
and is capable of storing energy at densities of tens of
kW cm−3 to MW cm−3. Therefore, energy in the form of photons
or charged particles can also be released efficiently by microplasmas, a property that stems from the spatial confinement of
the plasma. Moreover, the nonequilibrium behavior of microplasmas results in the ability to maintain such a highly energetic state at gas temperatures that are often no more than
100–150 K above room temperature. Under such nonequilibrium and high-energy-density conditions, large concentrations
of electrons, ions, radicals, and other excited, ionized and otherwise reactive species can be generated.
This exotic environment opens a range of interesting options
for synthesizing or modifying a range of advanced functional
nanomaterials, or otherwise use the plasma as a functional
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material in its own right. Interestingly, microplasmas convert
and modify matter in all four major states—namely solid,
liquid, gas, and plasma. Indeed, gases are needed to generate
plasmas, and plasma converts gaseous precursors into solid
particles but also generates gas phase, transient molecules
that efficiently emit 3.5–8 eV photons of interest for materials
analysis and growth. The plasma can also interact with diverse
precursors in the liquid state. Of greatest interest is the transformation of energy into matter, and vice-versa, that microplasma affords. For example, during NP synthesis, electrical
energy for plasma generation is transformed into the chemical
bond energies, while the electrical energy itself can be supplied
by renewable (e.g., solar or wind) sources. Recalling the extraordinary number densities of electrons and the specific power
loadings of the microplasma medium, it is reasonable to refer
to microplasmas as a nonequilibrium, energy-matter converter.
The applications of microplasmas have been successfully demonstrated across several fields. On one hand, the
microplasma synthesis of advanced functional nanomaterials
(including metals, semiconductors, and oxides) with diverse
morphological and structural properties opens new avenues in
exploring unconventional relationships between the structure
and properties of materials synthesized under nonequilibrium
conditions. On the other side of the broad spectrum of applications, we have seen synergies between microplasmas and solid
materials with micrometer and nanoscale dimensions leading
to unconventional, dynamic-functional materials such as PPCs
for active electromagnetic devices or commercial ozone generators for food and water sterilization.
These interesting features and applications suggest that
research at the edge of microplasmas and advanced materials
should definitely continue and expand into new areas in the
years ahead. This goal can be achieved through information
exchange and collaborations between researchers specializing
in the fields of low-temperature plasma and materials, as well
as other aligned areas. To facilitate this endeavor, we discuss
below a few selected areas where we see opportunities and
research needs for both fundamental studies and industry-oriented applications.
One important area of research is to elucidate the multiple
roles of the microplasma in the synthesis of nanomaterials,
leading to the materials properties desired for specific applications. This type of scientific enquiry is common in the plasma
nanoscience research field, where various low-temperature
plasmas have been shown to enable the synthesis or processing
of materials rather than merely assisting baseline thermal or
chemical processes.[143] Many microplasma-based processes
exhibit dramatic changes when plasma is introduced, e.g.,
those processes for which the formation of a material does not
even proceed without plasma excitation.
For better understanding of these processes, numerical modeling and simulation appear indispensable.
The obvious complexity in this regard is associated with the
multimodal features of microplasmas that play a critical role
in nanomaterials synthesis and processing. Therefore, it is
imperative to be able to quantify and discriminate between the
effects of different reactive plasma agents (such as electrons,
ions, radicals, excited molecules, light, heat, etc.) on the
resulting morphology (e.g., shapes), sizes, chemical structure,
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and functionalization of the resulting nanomaterials or, alternatively, on the specific performance indicators (e.g., flux of
reactive species or electromagnetic radiation) of the microplasma-based devices.
To this end, it is important to apply the advanced theoretical
concepts and models related to energy transfer from the initially excited electrons to the atoms or molecules of the operating gas, and relate any specific redistribution of the input
energy to the desired practical outcomes in terms of materials
synthesis or other applications of microplasmas discussed
above. A practical way to implement this complex task is by
applying new theoretical concepts such as “The Energy Tree”
which can be used to describe the partitioning of the initial
electric energy input among the possible energy exit channels
in plasma discharges.[144] The outcomes will certainly depend
on the specific process, type, and parameters of the applied
voltage, and the operating gases or gas mixtures. For example,
if the synthesis of carbon NPs (e.g., GQDs) from greenhouse
gas precursors (e.g., CO2 or CH4) is concerned, the first step
is to model the extraction of carbon atoms from the source
molecules, followed by the particle formation and shaping.
Advanced models of carbon species production, nucleation of
small NPs, and shape formation (e.g., through faceting) that
account for the effects of microscale confinement and the associated effects of the boundaries that limit the microplasmas,
are needed. These models mostly exist for other atmospheric
pressure plasmas, e.g., for larger-scale plasma jets or dielectric
barrier discharges.[145] Importantly, these models require significant improvements because of the complexities related not
only with the limited microscopic space, but also with the prevailing nonequilibrium effects discussed in Section 2. The lack
of equilibration among the plasma species would lead to the
need to customize the energy distribution functions for both
electrons and ions, which in turn would affect the rates of most
of the elementary reactions involved in the (e.g., collision-dominated) production and nucleation of the building species for the
NP production. The presence of strong electric fields even at
modest applied voltages in confined microspaces is expected to
significantly affect the nucleation, growth, and shaping of NPs,
leading to the possibly stronger ion- and polarization-related
effects than in other types of plasmas. The ion impacts on the
particle surface would definitely require advanced numerical
modeling of the microplasma-surface interactions, again,
within microscopic space.
As discussed in Section 4, applications of microplasmas in
sterilization and light sources require improved models of the
production of relevant reactive agents. Specifically, for sterilization applications, highly selective production of ozone species is required. As mentioned in Section 4, the mechanism of
the highly selective ozone output from the microcavity plasma
devices is intimately related to the sizes of the cavities where
the plasmas are generated, and, even more importantly, to
the sizes (e.g., diameters and lengths) of the nanoscale channels in anodic aluminum oxide membranes that are used to
selectively pass the ozone species. These models presently do
not exist and offer obvious opportunities for the development
of the new advanced models of reactive species generation in
microplasmas and transport through nanochannels. On the
other hand, although the new models of microplasmas as active
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electromagnetic sources can be built on the existing models
of radiation processes in atmospheric pressure plasmas, they
would require rigorous account of the regular microscopic
features of the devices, e.g., of the 3D light-emitting stacks
depicted in Figure 9b. Studies of possible benefits of the microplasma-associated photochemistry on nanomaterials production represent another interesting opportunity.
With the advent of radically new concepts and approaches to
describing and quantifying elementary processes on plasmasolid surfaces, at atomic-to-microscales such as the “plasma
interface,”[146] there is a clear need to apply these and other
concepts and methods to better understand and control microplasma–NP interactions, ideally from the moment of initial
nuclei formation. The ability to describe specific phase formation and extend this description to multi-material, multi-phase
systems, represents a significant challenge.
The above points arose primarily because of the recognized
ability of microplasmas to:
• Accelerate chemical reactions and nucleation;
• Synthesize a broad range of nonequilibrium, metastable materials,
both stemming from the high-energy-density and nonequilibrium properties of microplasmas. Consequently,
microplasma-based processes should particularly suit practical applications for which the deposition of electrical and
optical power into small volumes while maintaining sub-500 K
temperatures is critical. Examples of applications on which we
envision microplasma research to have a steadily rising impact
are:
• Integration of microplasmas with plasma printing, to
diversify and improve the existing platforms in the quality
and multiscale (from atomic-to-microscale) structuring of
printed patterns, and improving linewidth resolution where
possible;
• Application of microplasma-produced NPs (e.g., jetting,
printing, spraying, deposition) onto a broad range of materials, at desirable rates and surface temperatures. This ability
requires improvements in the presently available ability to
control NP sizes and compositions. However, it can also be
regarded as another means to engage with advanced digital
manufacturing technologies (e.g., robotics, 3D processing,
etc.) beyond conventional plasma printing;
• Multiple opportunities exist in the production of ultrasmall
NPs made of difficult to mix, or even immiscible, materials.
Current state-of-the art using diverse (e.g., organometallic,
inorganometallic, metal salts, etc.) precursor chemistries and
post-processing (surface functionalization, thermal annealing, etc.) allows synthesis of such particles comprising a large
number (e.g., up to seven) of elements and with controlled
grain/domain separation, alloying, core–shell structures,
etc.[147,148] A clear opportunity for microplasmas lies in the
need to drastically accelerate these processes, with the goal
of surpassing existing processes in terms of productivity and
precision.
• Combining microplasmas with microreactor technologies
offers an exceptional opportunity to massively parallelize
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chemical processes in small reactor channels with micrometer dimensions. In this way, one could potentially realize very
large, scalable arrays of microplasmas capable of performing
diverse functions, ranging from waste (e.g., CO2) conversion
to precise and energy-efficient synthesis of advanced materials and fuels of interest to the energy, chemical, telecom,
construction, and optical systems industries.
• Further enhancements can be achieved if plasma jet arrays synergistically interact with precursors directly placed
on the surface and the surface itself acts as a catalyst. This
multiscale plasma-catalytic on-surface assembly[149] relies on
combinatorial plasma nanotechnology and plasma catalysis
effects. This approach may be of interest as a promising future manufacturing platform which combines the benefits of
plasma-assisted control at atomic to microscales and scalability to large processing areas on one hand and digital prototyping and process automation on the other one.
• Widespread use of ultrahigh-power microplasma-array light
sources (e.g., UV/VUV) for materials synthesis and processing, which is critical to new photochemistry approaches to
synthesizing previously inaccessible soft materials. An example is that of degradable plastics produced by targeted bond
engineering and photoinduced “click chemistry.”[150] These
materials may lead to a new generation of plastic materials
that pose no contamination hazard to our planet.
• As mentioned earlier, better use of renewable (e.g.,
solar and wind) energy for microplasma generation, and
scaling the discharges by employing integrated electrode arrays
may be a promising approach to developing zero-emissions
energy conversion systems that are readily transported and
operated off-the-grid. A potential impact of integrating with
renewable energy is the possibility of sustainably converting
cheap feedstocks such as CO2, water, and N2 to value-added
chemicals.[151,152]

The above list of opportunities for future microplasmafocused research and development is certainly not exhaustive, and one should expect many more exciting discoveries
and applications to arise in the coming years. Importantly,
numerous synergies at the cutting edge between research in
low-temperature plasmas and advanced materials will enrich
both fields while accelerating the translation of new discoveries
into commercial applications.
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